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[00:56:10] [Session One of Two: 12 December 2014]  
 
00:00:00   Katherine Highley [KH] born in London, Ontario in 1938 and moved to London, 

England in 1969 after travelling with a friend. Remarks that KH’s Father worked in a 
factory, KH’s Mother was a housewife, five children in the family. Mentions meeting 
her husband, from who she has since divorced and who has since passed away. 
Story about starting a career in catering: ran a catering business for twenty years 
before retiring 

00:03:08 Discussion about education. Mentions leaving school due to a family break up but, 
after being encouraged by someone in a book group, returned to education and 
graduated from Birkbeck University in 2003; degree in English.  

00:05:08 Brief discussion about Balham reading group: KH volunteered at a computer class in 
the local library before being asked, based on degree and interest in literature, to lead 
a reading group. Remarks on being a part of the Balham group for six years. 
Comments that most of group are not working, but some are, and membership is 
between eight and ten people.   

00:07:36 Further discussion about KH’s education: both KH and her sister had wanted to 
pursue further education, and had an interest in literature. Remarks that interest in 
literature began at a young age. Recalls older sister taking her to a large public library 
in London, Ontario, around the age of six: remembers card being stamped and going 
into young adult and children’s sections. Remarks that the building is now luxury 
apartments, though there is still a smaller, modern library there. Comments on the 
grandness of the library being a sign of the time, possibly indicating that many people 
used it as a place to read or study.  

00:10:55 Discussion about family life growing up: remarks on having read but, spending a lot of 
time outside: sledging, visiting Victoria Park, Ontario. Comments that her Mother was 
a big reader. Remarks on getting the habit of reading in bed, from her Mother. 
Comments that Mother read a variety of genres: romantic, historical novels. Remarks 
on always having books in the house: cannot remember reading them or being read 
to by parents but thinks older sister may have read to her. Comments that the radio 
was a centrepiece in houses at the time as people would listen to plays or serials. 
Comments on not being able to read with other noise in the background. 

00:15:48 Discussion about reading at school: did a lot of reading and talking about books in 
English classes. Comments that Lucy Maud Montgomery, Anne of Green Gables is 
one of her favourite books. Brief plot description of Anne of Green Gables: recalls 
main character having red hair, comments on there being a series but preferring the 
original. Mentions Maud Hart Lovelace, Betsy-Tacy series. 

00:18:41  Discussion about reading habits. Comments on having been told off as a child for 
reading in bed and not turning out the light. Comments that Grandfather on her 
Father’s side was the connection to England, was killed in the First World War in 
1916. Comments that family on Mother’s side were German. Remarks on having 
stayed with her Mother’s family during summers: anecdote about jam. Comments on 
there having been books and and photograph albums in KH’s Mother’s family house.  

00:23:20 Mentions love of film. Comments that older sister would take her to the cinema: 
mentions black and white detective films. Remarks on still attending the cinema 
regularly. 

00:24:36 Discussion about influence on love of literature: credits Mother, older sister and 
keeping up the habit in later life. Comments on reading a lot during her degree and 
reading more ‘serious’ texts. Mentions Geoffrey Chaucer. Remarks on remembering 
joining the library and reading, rather than just look at picture books. Description of 
plastic comic book versions of: Heidi, Ivanhoe, Kidnapped. Remarks on them being 
very cheap and providing a visual. 

 



00:27:55 Discussion about hobbies in adolescence. Remarks on not being good at sport: 
describes herself as ‘booky’. Comments on ice skating and roller skating. Mentions 
reading crime novels: remembers sister’s boyfriend at the time commenting that she 
was a bit young to be reading that genre. Mentions reading Raymond Chandler 
around the age of thirteen: reading all of his books and seeing all of the film 
adaptations. Mentions Raymond Chandler, The Big Sleep and Farewell, My Lovely. 
Mentions Dasheill Hammett. Description of Raymond Chandler’s character Philip 
Marlowe: remarks that the character – moral code, troubled private life - influenced a 
lot of private investigator characters in the genre. 

0:31:10 Remarks on leaving home at the age of twenty: moved to Toronto. Comments that, at 
that time, it was easy to get a job. Comments on always reading when living in 
Toronto. Story about reading whilst travelling to and from work on a streetcar. 
Mentiones pulp fiction, detective genre. Comments on moving ‘upmarket’ to the 
Brontë sisters. Mentions Emily Brontë, Wuthering Heights and Charlotte Brontë, Jane 
Eyre. Comments on being interested in History and liking Yorkshire (where KH’s 
Father was from). Remarks on Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights film adaptations. 
Mentions Daphne De Maurier, Rebecca and Jamaica Inn. Remarks on reading a lot 
of Daphne De Maurier. Comments on getting interested in one author and devouring 
their work before moving on to another. Anecdote about visiting a friend in 
Manchester: crossing the moors to see a house which supposedly inspired Wuthering 
Heights. Mentions that the Brontë sisters died young: remarks that they had an 
interesting life. Comments that Father did not return to Yorkshire. Brief description of 
Todmorden, Yorkshire. Comments that this area is now gentrified: compares to the 
luxury apartments in library building in Ontario.  

00:38:26 Discussion about important relationships in adulthood: married for eighteen years 
before divorce, another significant relationship before being single since 1995. 
Comments on having three very close female friends from her time at University. 
Remarks on them all being readers, and the University experience being good for 
bonding. Mentions going to films and theatre when affordable. Mentions going to free 
lecture series at the Museum of London and Gresham College: literature, history.  

00:41:00  Description of English degree course at Birkbeck. Mentions compulsory modules: 
William Shakespeare, Geoffrey Chaucer. Remarks on choosing 19

th
 and 20

th
 century 

American Literature module. Remarks on taking a module on plays: mentions Anton 
Chekhov, August Strindberg.  Comments that reading when young helped her to 
undertake her degree: reading, writing, discipline.  

00:42:56 Mentions not having children but having first and great nieces and nephews. 
Comments on sister being a reader but not sure whether sister’s children are. 
Mentions attending the wedding of her niece.   

00:44:26  Discussion about type of book KH likes: mentions liking psychological journey which 
changes a character, mentions liking Russian writers for this reason. Mentions Ivan 
Turgenev, Fyodor Mikhail Dostoyevsky, Leo Tolstoy. Comments on having not read 
much modern Russian literature. Mentions Boris Pasternak. Mentions John 
Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath, F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby. 

00:45:30 Discussion about Balham reading group. Remarks on having to steer the group: 
anecdote about the group being managed when KH was away on holiday. Comments 
that there is a stereotype about women sitting around at reading groups. Remarks 
that it is important to steer people to talk about the books: draws upon her experience 
at University for this and makes comparison to University seminar groups: some 
people are happy to speak up and others need encouraging to share their opinions. 
Remarks that group discusses both character and plot. Comments that reading was 
with her at a young age, and always will be. Remarks on having had good teachers at 
school, mostly in History. Comments that history is important to fiction.   Description 
of Wendy Wallace The Painted Bridge: the current book for the Balham book group. 
Mentions Wilkie Collins, The Woman in White. Mentions Erich Maria Remarque, All 
Quiet on the Western Front stands out as a successful book for the group: everyone 
liked it had something to say about it. Mentions film adaptation of All Quiet on the 
Western Front. Mentions Ivan Turgenev, Fathers and Sons. Comments on 

introducing poetry to the group.  

 
00:56:10 [End of Session One]  


